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Session _ 2021-22

Feedbacks were obtained fiont Students, Teachers and Alumni on curriculum These f'eedbacks

were collected by Feedback Committee and analyzed and reviewed by the IQAC and Feedback

committee' Suggestions were given to the concerns regarding their performance and the

directions for the required improvement. Report of Feedback Analysis is enclosed herewith.
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Feedback Action Taken & Analysis Repo rt 20zl-zz
Students'Feedback is very important for our institution, because they are the chief

stakeholders. Annual activity of obtaining relevant data was carried out. Students of the
final year in each department was selected, for the pulpose of achieving appropriate
outcome of students' feedback. The questionnaire was framed to include feedback about
each curriculum 20 multiple choice questions (MCQs) were framed with 4 option each.
Systematic tabulation of data as done department wise & analysis was carried out.

Students were satisfied with the regularity & punctuality of 96 o/o of the teachers for the
lectures. Teachers prepared for the classes & communicated very effectively with the students.
All of the teachers use ICT Tools for the teaching. Majority of students had no problenr with the
quality of internal assessment process. There is very good teacher - student relationship & rapport
due to attention of teachers towards students' competencies & future career. Students are satisled
with the encouragements given to them by teachers for extracunicular activities.

Students'satisfaction about the library is quite good, though some of them wanted to have more
time for the book access. 80% students opined those sufficient books, magazines etc. are
available in the library. Curriculum is considered to be very good by majority of the students.
100 % students have had enough practical / tutorials per week. There upp.ui, to be need for
improvement in computer, internet since 96% students considered them to be average.

To sum up, students' feedback for the session 2021-22- is very good, with scope for more
student-oriented improvements in tune with changing times & needs, in near f'uture.

The report fot 2021'22- has been prepared by coordinated work of the members of Stuclents,
Feedback Committee.
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